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Under the condition that

(c) solutions of every system in the hull are unique for initial conditions,

Yoshizawa and the author [ 1 ] have shown that a bounded solution of an
almost periodic system or, more generally, of a system with the compact hull
is totally stable, if it is uniformly asymptotically stable. It is quite natural
that there arises a question : Can the condition (c) be omitted or be
replaced by a weaker condition ? In this article, we shall prove that for
autonomous or periodic systems the above assertion is true without the condition
(c), and we shall present an example which shows that even for an almost
periodic system the assertion is not necessarily true if there is no additional
condition such as (c).

1. Let F(t, φ) be an i?n-valued continuous function denned on [0, oo) x SB,
where ^ is a Banach space, and let T(F) be the set of continuous functions
F(t + s,φ) for all s^O, which is a subset of C([0, oo) x _®, Rn). Here C(Ω,,Rn)
denotes the set of all continuous i?w-valued functions defined on Ω, and it is a
topological space by the compact-open-topology. Let H(F) be the closure of
T(F). As will be shown in the below, if F(t,φ), defined on (— oo, oo)χig, is
almost periodic in t uniformly for φ € SB and if S3 is separable, then H(F)
consists of the restriction to [0, oo) of the elements of the hull in the usual
sense. By this reason we may call H(F) the hull of F.

The following proposition is well known when SB is a Euclidean space.
However it is not trivial for general case, where we should note that the
translation numbers can be determined only on each compact subset of i8 and that
the same argument as in the case where J is a Euclidean space does not
effect, since there may not exist compact subsets Km satisfying \^J Km — i$.

m

PROPOSITION 1. Let F(t,φ) be almost periodic in t uniformly for
φ ζ SB, where SB is a separable Banach space. Then, for a given real
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sequence \hln\ there exist a subsequence {τm} of {hm\ and a function G(t,ψ)
such that the sequence \F(t + TM9 φ)} converges to G{tyφ) uniformly on
(-oo,oo)x,S1 for any compact subset S of Sy and furthermore, for this
G there is a sequence {σw},σm — > °o as m—>oo, such that {F(t + σmy φ)}
converges to G(t,φ) uniformly on (— oo, oo) x S for any compact subset
S of J£.

PROOF. Since -$ is separable, there exists a countable set of points
Ko* — [φ\ φ'\ ' } which is dense in iS. Clearly the s points set Ks — {φ\ ,φs]
is compact for any 5. Hence, by the almost periodicity, we can find a
subsequence {rnι} of {h.m} such that

( 1 ) {F(t -+- τ.m, φ)} is convergent uniformly on (—oo, oo) x Ks for any s.

First of all, we shall show that the sequence [F(t + τm, φ)} is convergent
uniformly on (— oo, oo) x 5 for any compact subset S of <$.

Let £ be an arbitrary compact subset of iδ, and let (ί/™, , U™m} be a
(l/m)-net of S. Since the set Koo is dense in J$y there is an integer k(m, I)
such that φk<m'n € t/T for any my I. Let S* be the union of S and the set
{̂ *cm,o . i = if. .. f pm9 w = 1, 2, }. Then we can prove that 5* is compact,
because S* has no accumulation point outside of the conpact set S. As is well
known, F(t,φ) is uniformly continuous on ( - oo, oo) x S* and therefore for
any £ > 0 there exists a number δ(£)>0 such that if \φ — ψ\\ <δ(£), then

\F(tyφ)-F(tyψ)\<8

for all (ί, φ\ (ί, ψ) € ( - oo, oo) x S*. Put

N(β) =

where m(S) is an integer greater than l/δ(£/3). By (1), there is an integer
iVo(£) such that if μ>v^

+ rμ9 φ)-F(t 4-τv, ^ ) | < I for all (ί, φ) € ( -

For a given (ί, φ) € (—oo, oo) x 5 we can find a <pA € 5* / ^ KN^ such that

||^ — ^*|| <δ(£/3). Hence we have

I F{t + rβ9φ)- F{t + τμ, ^ ) I < | - for all μ.

Therefore we can see that if μ,v^N0(S), then
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Fit + τμ,ψ)- F(t + τ>,φ)

^ F{t + τμ>ψ)- F(t + r μ , φk) \. 4~ ϊ i'Xί + τ μ , <^) - F ( ί + r,, φk) \

4- \Fit-\-τv,ψ
k)-F(t-\-τ»,φ)

This shows that the sequence {F(ί 4- τ.Λ, £>)) converges to a unique limiting
function G(t,φ) uniformly on ( - o o , o o ) x 5 for any compact subset 5 of -$.
Clearly G(t,φ) is continuous on (— co, oo) x i? and belongs to the hull in the
usual sense.

By the almost periodicity there is a number tlt with the properties t*tt ̂ m
and

! F(t 4- tfn, φ) - Fit 4-τm, ̂ ) ί ̂  , for all (ί, ̂ ) € ( - oo, co) x Ks,

where tm — τ.m is a (l/m)-translation number on iCs. Setting σOT = ίS> we shall
show that {Fit -\- σm,φ)} converges uniformly on (-oo,oo)χX s for any sϋ^O.
Then, by the same argument as for [F{t -f τm,φ)}9 it would be proved that
[Fit -4- σmfφ)} is convergent uniformly on (— oo, oo) x S for any compact subset
S of IS. We should note that

( 2 ) I F(t + σm, <?>) - Fit + τw, <p) I - ! Fit 4- « , φ) - K ί + τw, <p) | ^ ^

on (-co, oo) x iv, for any s^m, since KscKm. On the other hand, it follows
from (1) that there is a number NΛ(β) such that if μ>,v^NsiS), then

j Fit 4- τ μ, <ρ) - F(ί 4- 7\, ̂ ) I < a for all (ί, ̂ >) € ( - oo, oo) x iC,.

Hence, if μ, v ̂  max {Nχs/3% 3 6, 5], then we have

\F{t + σμy φ) - Fi t + σv, φ)\

^ : Fit + σμ,φ)- Fit 4- τμ,φ) , 4- j Fit 4- τμ, ̂ ) - F(t + τ^φ)\

4- \Fit + τvyφ)-~ Fit + σ>, p) I < — 4- | ~ 4- — ^ θ (by (2))

μ ό v
for all (ί, £>) € (—00, 00) x/ ί s , that is, [F(ί 4- <τ/;,, <̂ )j is convergent uniformly
on (— 00, 00) x Ks for any 5.

Finally, it follows from (2) that {Fit 4- σm9 φ)} converges to the limiting
function Git,φ) of the sequence {F(t + τm,φ)} on ( - o o , o o ) χ X s for any .s\

Hence {F(t + arπnφ)\ converges to Git,φ) on (-co, co)χi§, because K^— \^JKs
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is dense in iS and G(t,φ) is lΌntinuυus on ( ->->, •->) x iS.

This proposition also shows that if F(t,φ) is almost periodic in / uniformly for
ψz ±B, then the hull is a compact subset of C((—oo, oo) x <B,Rn). Actually it is
compact under the stronger topology, that is, in the sense of uniform convergence
on ( — oo, c o ) χ 5 for any compact subset S of iδ. Under the compact-open-
topology, we can prove the following.

PROPOSITION 2. Let F(t9φ) be a continuous Ru-valued function on
|Ό, oo)χ i5, where <B is a separable Banach space. Then the hull H(F) is
compact if and only if F{tyφ) is uniformly continuous in {t,φ) and
bounded on [0, oo) x S for any compact subset S of 3i.

PROOF. The proof for the necessity is not difficult. Now we shall show
the sufficiency.

Let {hm}, Λwi^0, be a given sequence. Then, by the assumption, the
sequence {F(t + hm,φ)} is a normal family on [0, oo) x KH for any s, where K$

is the set given in the proof of Proposition 1. Hence there is a subsequence
{τm} of [hm] such that the sequence [F(t + τm9φ)} is convergent uniformly on
[a9b]xKs for any s and for any compact interval [α, b] c [0, oo). This
assertion corresponds to (1). Thus, by using the same arguments as in the
proof of Proposition 1, we can prove that {F(t +τm9φ)} is convergent uniformly
on[a,b]x S for any compact set S c SB and for any compact interval \a,b\ C [0, oo).
Hence the hull H[F) is compact, since H(F)=Π\F).

2. Throughout this paper, suppose that F(t,φ) is bounded on [0, <>o)x CB*

and uniformly continuous in (t,φ) on [0, oo)χ S for any compact set S c CΊ?*,

where CB* denotes the set of φ € C([ — Λ, 0], Rn), where / ι ^ 0 is a fixed

constant, with the property

Up!! =sup{\φ(θ)\ θ € [-h,0\] ^B*.

Since C(\—h90\9R
u) is a separable Banach space, the hull H(F) is a compact

subset of C([0, oo)x CB*,Rn) by Proposition 2.
Consider the system of functional differential equations

( 3 ) x(t)=F(t,xl),

where x(t) denotes the right hand derivative of a given continuous function x(t)
and xt denotes an element of C(| — h, 0], JRW) defined by

xt(θ) = x(t + θ) for θ € [ -/ ι ,0 | .
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Then the condition (c) in the introduction means that for every element
G(t,φ) € H(F) the solutions of

( 4 ) x(t) = G(t,xt)

are unique for initial conditions.
In the sequel, let u(t) be a solution of the system (3 ) such that

\\ut\\^B for all t^O

and for some B<B*. Since \F{t,φ)\^L for all (t, φ) € [0, oo) x CB* and
for some constant L > 0 , u(t) satisfies the Lipschitz condition

\u(t)-u{s)\^L\t-s\ for all t,s^0.

Hence the hulls H{u) and H{u, F) are compact by Proposition 2. Let
(v(t),G(t,φ)) be an element of Ή(u9F). Then clearly v(t) is a solution of (4).
Simply we shall call v(t) a solution in H(u). For example, we shall say that
the solutions in H(u) are unique for initial conditions, if for any (v(t),G(t,φ))
€ H(u,F) v(t) is a unique solution of the system (4) for initial conditions.

The theorem proved in [ 1 ] is the following.

THEOREM A. Under the condition (c), uniformly asymptotic stability
of u(t) implies its total stability.

Now we shall consider the condition

(c*) the solutions in H(u) are uniformly asymptotically stable with a
common triple (δ( ),δ0, 7X ))>

that is, for any £ > 0 , any ί o ^ O and any (v,G) e H(u,F)>

implies H^ - xt\\ < £ for all t ^

and

II vh - xu II ̂  δ0 implies || vt - xt || < € for all t~^to + T(S),

whenever x(t) is a solution of (4).
Then we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. If the condition (c*) holds good, then u{t) is totally
stable.
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We know that if u(t) is uniformly asymptotically stable, then the condition
(c*) holds good for almost periodic systems or, more generally, for systems with
compact hulls under the condition (c) and it does for periodic systems without
the condition (c) (see [2]). Therefore Theorem A is a corollary of this
theorem and we have also the following corollary, which can also be proved
by a similar way to that in the proof of Theorem 7.1 in [ 3 ].

COROLLARY. A bounded solution of a periodic system is totally
stable, if it is uniformly asymptotically stable.

To prove Theorem 1, first of all, we shall give three lemmas. In these

lemmas, g(t) is a continuous function defined on [0, oo) and y(t) is a solution

of the system

( 5 ) y(t) = F(t,yt) + g(t).

LEMMA 1. Suppose that the solutions in H(u) are unique for initial

conditions. Let £ and T be positive constants. Then there exist positive

numbers hγ(βyT) and δ2(£, T) such that for any to^O, if

\\yt.-ui.\\<S1(69T)

and if

\g(t)\ < δ 2 ( £ , Γ ) on [fo,*o + Γ ] ,

then zve have

\\yt-ut\\<£ on [tQ,t0 + T].

This lemma can be proved by the same idea as in the proof of Lemma

6 in [2].

LEMMA 2. Let the solutions in H(u) be uniformly stable with a
common number δ( ) Then for any S> 0 and any T>0 there are positive
numbers Vx(€), independent of T, and η?(S,T) such that for any to^O, if

and if

I g(t) ! < ί?s(£, T) on [t09 U + T],

then zve liave

lyt — ut\\ < £ on fί0, t0 4- T].
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PROOF. We can assume that 6<B*—B. Let K be a compact subset of

C/j* such that ut £ K for all ΐ^O and that

KZD{φ; \\φ\\^B*, \φ(θ) - φ(θ')\ ^ (L + 1) j θ - θ' on | - / ι , 0 ] j ,

where L is a bound for F(t,φ) on |0, oo) x CV.
First of all, we shall show that the conclusion of this lemma is true if

yto <= K> that is, there exists a number *fc(£, T ) > 0 such that for any to^O, if
lly*. - ttj < S'(£/2)/2, J ^ K and if \g(t)\ <η2(β,T) on [ίo,*o + 7Ί, then
ίî ί — w«i| < θ on [to,to + T\. Suppose that there is no ηiiS.T). Then there
exist sequences \tm], tm § 0, {gm(t)}, ί VWIW], (τ w ], tm ^ τm ^ tm 4- T, such that

where ym(t) is a solution, denned on [tm,τm], of the system

Clearly we can assume that the sequences

{(u(t + tm), F(t + ίw, p))}, {τw - ^J , {ym(t

are convergent to (t>(/), G(ί, ̂ >)) <Ξ H(W, F)> σ £ [0, TJ and a continuous function
3>(ί), respectively, where we should note that ym

t € i£ for all £ € [£w,τ7J. From
the assumptions, it turns out that y(t) is also a solution of the system (4)
defined on [0, σ\ and clearly

f ^ J ί J and !i^-τvii=θ.

This contradicts the uniform stability of v(t). Thus there exists an η'2(€, T)
mentioned in the above.

On the other hand, whatever yto is, it follows from Lemma 1 that

1 / €yt,+h £ K and ||^β+Λ - Uto+h\ < 9 δf
ill

for any ίo^O, if iij'eo-//J <δ1(δ(^/2)/2, h) and \g(t)\ <min{δ3(δ(€/2)/2, A), 1],
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where B{ and δ2 are those in Lemma 1.

Therefore, if we set

ηι(β) = δ, ί~8 ί~j , h\, η,(β, T) = min jδ2 (-~h i~\, h\ , %(£, T), 1 [,

V\(β) and 7?5(£, T) satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2. This completes the proof.

LEMMA 3. Suppose that the solutions in H(u) are uniformly asympto-
tically stable with a common triple (δ( )>δ0, T( )) Then there is a pair
(Vfi>Vi(*)) with the property: For any £ > 0 and any £0ξg0, //

and if

\ g(t) I < ηA(ε) on [ί0, to + r(ε)\,

τvhere τ(β) = T (β/2) 4- Λ, ί/iέ?w ί/ιe solution y(t) of (5) z's continuable on
\t0, to + τ(θ)] αwί/ satisfies

|b<β+r(.) ~ «ίβ+r(.) ί| < ^

PROOF. Suppose that ^ 0 and (7(£) satisfy the conditions

where ηί and τ;2 are those given in Lemma 2. Then, by Lemma 2, y(t) is
continuable to ί0 + τ(β) The other parts of the proof will be completed by the
same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2. Namely, by putting

ηl = min {δ0, V\(B* — B)}

we can find a positive number η\(β) ^ Vίiβ^ ~~ B* τ(β)) such that for any t0 ^ 0,
bio ~ uά < vl and | g(t) | < ηA(€) on [t09 U + T(β/2)] imply |bίβ+Γ(./a) - uto+ne/2) II
< β under the restriction yt<t £ K, where K is the compact set given in the
proof of Lemma 2. Thus it turns out that it is sufficient to set

n, - δ,(ifc, h\ η,(β) = min {δ2(τ;;, h\ n*(B* - β, τ(θ)), ηA(β), 1},
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where δ, and δ2 are those in Lemma 1.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let ηuη, be the numbers given in Lemma 2,
and let ηZy ηif r be those in Lemma 3. Setting

p(β) = min {Vι(S\ ηs}> η(β) = min fe(

we shall prove that for any ίo = O, any solution y(t) of the system (5) satisfies

\yt — ut\ <£ for all ίgt£ 0 ,

if \yu—ut,\<p(β) and \g(t)\ <η(β) on fί0, oo). From Lemma 2 it follows
that

ht-uλ<ε on [ίo, ίo +

because |l^0— ut}\ <Vι(£) and | ̂ (ί) | <η,(£yτ(p(β))). Furthermore, since !!)>/„—#/„!!
<??3 and |^(ί) ! < Vι(ft£))> we have

by Lemma 3. By replacing t0 by ί0 + T (P(^))
 a n d by using the same arguments,

we can see that

\\yt-ut\\<e on [ίo +

and

Thus, by repeating the same arguments, we have

lyι-ut\ <S for all t^tQ,

that is, the solution u(f) is totally stable.

In Section 4 we shall give an example which shows that the conjecture

(6) the solutions in H(u) are uniformly asymptotically stable with a common
triple (δ( )»δ0, 7\ ))» if the solution u(t) of (3) is uniformly asymptotically
stable

is not true even for almost periodic systems. Furthermore, this example shows
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that we cannot omit the condition (c) in Theorem A without any other
supplementary condition. This fact is an immediate consequence of the corollary
of Theorem 3 in Section 3.

3. We shall give the definition of stability under disturbances from H(F)

with respect to a given compact set Kc Cβ*. Define ρ(G, P) for G € H{F) and

P € H(F) by

h 2>n l + pm(G,"P)'9

where

pm(G, P) = sup {i G(fi, φ) - P(U φ) \ (t, φ) € [0, m] X K\ .

Here we should note that for the space C(|0, oo) x K, Rn) p introduces a
topology equivalent to the compact-open-topology. For convenience, set

P*(G, P;t) = p(G\ P'),

where G*(t, φ) = G(t + s,'<p) € Ί\G).

DEFINITION. The solution u(t) of (3) is said to be stable under disturbances

from H(F) with respect to K, if for any £ > 0 there exist positive numbers

γ(£) and η(β) such that, for any 5 ^ 0 and any T > 0 , the solution x(t) of (4)

satisfies the relation

\uι+s-xt\\ <£ for all t e [0, T],

whenever Ijw* — J:0 | | <y(£), JT0 £ K, G ζ H(F) and

( 7 ) p*(G, F ί) <τ?(θ) for all * ^ 10, T\.

This definition is a natural generalization of the one given in [ 2 | or [4],
because we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 4. Let F(t, φ) be almost periodic in t uniformly for φ £ K.

Then there is a positive continuous function a(σ) of σ > 0 , a(0) ~ 0, such

that

( 8 ) σ(G, P) ^ p*(G, P\t)^La(σ{G, P))

for all ί g O and any G, P ζ H(F), zvhere
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σ{Gy F) = sup I j Git, φ) -P(t>φ) I ;{t,φ) € (-<χ>,oo)x K\.

PROOF. The first part of the inequality (8) is clear. We shall prove the
second part. Since

for all t and all G, P € H(F), it is sufficient to show the existence of a function
α( ) satisfying

We know that there is an Z(£)>0 such that any interval of length /(£)
contains an θ-translation number of F, and we can easily see that an 6-translation
number of F is so for any G in H(F). From this, it follows that fo any (t, φ)
•ζ. (—oo, oo) x K we can find an s £ [0, /(£)] such that

\G(t,φ)-G(s,cp)\

whatever G € H(F) is. Put

where m(θ) is an integer greater than /(£). Then, if σ(G, P) = 3£ > 0, we can
show that

PmUG, P) ̂  σ(G, F) - 26 - 8.

Hence we heve

By a slight modification we can make α( ) be continuous. This proves the
second part of the inequality (8).

Now we shall prove the following theorems.

THEOREM 2. Let the solution u{t) of the system (3) is totally stable,
that is, there exists a y(β)>0 and an η(€)>0 such that if, for any ί o ^O,

|jιιu - φη[I <7(6) and \g{t)\<η(8)Λ
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then a solution y(t) of the system (5) through (to,φ°) satisfies

for all t^t0.

Let K be a compact subset of CB*, which is positively invariant for any

system in the hull.

Then u{t) is stable under disturbances from H(F) with respect to K.

PROOF. For an £ > 0, suppose that there are a G e H(F), an s ̂  0, a

T > 0 and a solution x(t) of (4) such that

\ x0 z K, ϊuτ+s-

iίf* ί +,-jrι | !<θ on [ 0 , D

and

(9) P*(G, F°;t)< I ^ J ( g f ) for all t e [0, T\.

Since

P*(G Fs - t) — ρ(G( Ft+S)> ----- £&~>-l—)----.-

it follows from (9) that

Pl(Gl, F + t ) = sup [|G(τ, ̂  - F(τ +5, ̂ ) | (r, ̂ ) € [*, ί 4-1] x

for all ί ^ [0,7"J. On the other hand, the positive invariance of K implies

that xt £ K as long as x{t) exists. Hence we have

!G(t, xd - F(t + s, xt)\ < v(S) on [0, T],

or

I G(t - 5, Xt-s) - F(t, Xts) I < η(β) on [5, S + T] .

Therefore we can easily find a continuous function #(£) which is denned on

[0, oo) and satisfies

g(t) = G(ί - sy xt-g) - F(ί, X/-.0 for ί € |.?, s 4-

and

for all " ί ^ 0 .
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Clearly x(t — s) is a solution of the system (5) on [s,s + T], and by the total
stability of u(t) we should have

|| ut — Xts || < £ on [s, s + T],

or

! k ! ί < θ on [0 ,T | .

Thus there arises a contradiction, which shows that u(f) is stable under
disturbances from H(F) with respect to K.

THEOREM 3. Let u{t) be stable under disturbances from H(F) with
respect to K, and let tlie compact set KdCB* be the one given in the proof
of Lemma 2. Then tlie solutions in H(u) are uniformly stable with a
common number δ( ).

PROOF. Let (γ( )> ??(•)) be the pair given in the above definition. First of
all, we shall prove that for any £ > 0, any t0 i^ 0, any (τ?> G) £ H(u9 F) and any
solution x(t) of (4),

(10) lxt.-vt.\\< \ l(~1, xt^ K imply \\χt-Vt\\<s for all t^t0.

If not, then there exist {v,G)z H(u, F), £ > 0 , ί ( ) ^0, a solution x{t) of
(4) and r>t0 satisfying

1 / £ \
\\xto — vto\\<-^-y[-z-),Xt9sK and \\xτ — vτ\\ = €.

By replacing (v(t + to), G(t + t0, φ)) by (v(t), G(ί, ̂ )), we can assume t0 — 0.
Since (y,G) e H\ιι, F), there exists an 5 § 0 such that

ρ%i<% G £) < ?7 — I -and |!wί+s — vt\\ < ~y γ (-o- | for

Since :̂r;() e X and

ll^o — ws|j ^ ||χo — ̂ oli + ll'^o — ws||

we should have

lxt - ttt+J < - | - for all ί € [0, T]
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by the stability under disturbances from H(F) of u(i). Hence

]\x% — vt\\ g \\xL —Ut+*\\ + \\ut+s — vt\\ <£ for all t € [0, τ | ,

from which there arises a contradiction at t — r. This proves the assertion (10).
Furthermore, from (10) we can easily prove that the solutions in Ή(u).

are unique for initial conditions, because vt ^ K for all v(f) £ H(u) and for all
t^O. Therefore, from the fact that H(v)cH(u) for every v <= H(u), it follows
that the solutions in H(v) are unique for initial conditions. Hence, by Lemma
1 we can prove that

whenever

where δx is the one given in Lemma 1. By modifying the proof of Lemma
6 in [ 2 ], it is not difficult to see that hx can be chosen independently of each v
in H(u)> since H(u) is compact. This completes the proof.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2 and 3,
where we consider the compact set K given in the proof of Lemma 2.

COROLLARY. // u(t) is totally stable, then the solutions in H(u) are
uniformly stable with a common number δ( ).

REMARK. AS is clear in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, the relation
(7) in the definition can be replaced by the simpler relation

IG(ί, φ) - Fit + s,φ)\<η(S) for all (ί, φ) € [0, T] X K.

However, in this case, the definition would be slightly different from the one
given in [2] or [4], even for an almost periodic system.

4. Example. Let f(x) be defined by

9 9

/(*) =

2^\nx-l\

0

i - l

Then easily we can see that the zero solution of the system
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is not unique for initial conditions. Let α(ί)= be the almost periodic

function (see [4]), where ao(t)^l and ak{t) is a periodic function of period 2k

such that

uk(t) - - (k = 1, 2, - )

"9*

(the continuity can be given by a slight modification), and consider the system
of a ordinary differential equation

where

x

for a constant c > 2 V 2 .

Since a(t)>0 for all ί, F{t,l/n)<0 for all t and w = 1,2, •••, which

implies that any solution of (11) can not cross the line x = 1/n upwards for
n = 1, 2, . Hence the zero solution of (11) is uniformly stable. Furthermore,
from the fact that a(t)^l/2 for 2m<t<2?n + l and f(x)g V'2x', it follows
that

< 0 for and 2m<t<2m

and hence we can see that every solution of (11) starting from a neighborhood
of x — 0 tends to zero as t~-+oo and, more precisely, that the zero solution
of (11) is uniformly asymptotically stable. On the other hand, since

as for O ^

there exists a G(t, x) e H(F) such that G(tyx)=f(x) for all * € [0,1]. Therefore
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the zero solution of the system

x = G{t, x)

is not unique for initial conditions, and consequently it is not uniformly stable.
Hence the zero solution of (11) is neither totally stable nor stable under
disturbances from H{F).
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